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Abstract:•
(EP1517398)
The invention is related to antenna systems and transceiving
equipment for network portable computers. The antenna system
comprises a flat substrate (2), carrying at least two directional
flat antennas oriented in a fan-like fashion (3), and a
commutation switch (6) to control the directional pattern of the
antenna system. The commutation switch is made so as to
make it possible to switch on to one or two or more antennas
simultaneously. The transceiving device comprises the antenna
system (1), a reception/transmission switch (12), a transmitter
(14), a receiver (16), an antenna system operation control unit
(18) to control the operation of the antenna system in
omnidirectional mode, directional scanning mode or stationary
directional mode, and a controller (17). It can also be
supplemented with a signal quality evaluation unit (20) and a
signal identification unit (21). The network portable computer
incorporates the transceiving device, the antenna system for
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which is fixed to the computer case by a hinge. <IMAGE>
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Abstract:•
(EP1447921)
Method for data transmission in a wireless local area network
refers to wireless local area networks (WLAN) consisting of a
multitude of transceivers capable of establishing communication
with one another (i.e. operating in a peer-to-peer mode). Implies
the determination of the quality of communication between all
transceivers and storage of communication quality data by each
of the transceivers. Based on stored data on communication
quality, a transceiver operating in the transmission mode
transmits information to an addressee by a transmission route
that provides for the quality of communication, which is equal to
or better than a specified threshold value of communication
quality. Stored data are updated periodically. The method
improves the quality and reliability of communication for WLAN
users (including mobile users) thus increasing the data
transmission rate. <IMAGE>
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Steerable-beam antenna device and a planar directional antenna
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Abstract:•
(EP1598900)
The invention relates to antenna systems used in local wireless
communications networks. The antenna system includes planar
directional antennas (1), each of which is made as a dielectric
plate (2), with an active element (5) of the antenna (1) mounted
on the said plate. The surface of the plate (2) that faces the
active element is metallized and serves as a reflector (6) of the
antenna (1). The plates (2) are interconnected along their edges
in such a way as to form lateral facets of a hollow frame (9) of
the antenna system. The end face (10) is made as a dielectric
plate (11) with the external surface metallized and can also
comprise an active element (12) of the antenna (13). An
antenna switch (14) connected to a switch control unit (16) and
to active elements (5) of the antennas (1) is mounted on the
inner surface of the end face (10) of the frame (9). Active
element (5) is mounted on said plate by means of pins cut in the
body of the active element (5) and bent during mounting. This
invention permits to manufacture structurally simple and
inexpensive antennas and antenna systems based on printed
circuits and to exclude manual operations from the
manufacturing and assembly of said antennas and antenna
systems. <IMAGE>
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Abstract:•
(EP1756914)
An antenna assembly includes a common reflector and multiple
monopole type antenna elements positioned on a ground plane
and fed with a switch assembly. The switch assembly is
capable of feeding individual antennas as well as combining
multiple antennas for improved radiation pattern coverage.
Multiple antenna elements are placed around the common
reflector to cover sectors of space around the antenna
assembly to provide transmission and reception of radio
frequency (RF) signals for mobile communication devices in a
wireless network. The ground plane can be grounded or
capacitively coupled to an existing circuit board or metal
surface, allowing for reduced ground plane dimensions. (From
US7215296 B2)
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Abstract:•
(US20150004916)
A method of operating a wireless access point having a
configurable antenna system includes determining a
transmission signal quality metric for a first station with the
configurable antenna system in a first configuration, determining
a transmission signal quality metric for a second station with the
configurable antenna system in the first configuration,
determining a transmission signal quality metric for a first
station with the configurable antenna system in a second
configuration, determining a transmission signal quality metric
for a second station with the configurable antenna system in the
second configuration, determining a viable set of antenna
configurations for which the signal quality metric of each of the
stations meets a minimum criteria and configuring the
configurable antenna system to a configuration in the viable set
when the wireless access point is not transmitting.
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Radio communication method for a wireless local network, a wireless local
network and a transceiving device
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Abstract:•
(WO200339026)
The inventive relates to wireless local networks (WLAN) which
comprise the multitude of transceiving devices linked to each
other by a peer-to-peer communication which is controlled by a
network co-ordinator (a so called ad hoc network). The
inventive method consists in nominating one of the transceiving
devices to be a temporary network co-ordinator, switching the
remaining transceiving devices into network client operation
mode, orienting the aerial beam of the network client's
transceiving device provided with a variable beam antenna in a
direction towards the temporary network co-ordinator and
transmitting information by the network client to an addressee
using the enabling signal of the temporary network co-ordinator.
The inventive wireless local network comprises the multitude of
transceiving devices one of which is a temporary network co-
ordinator, at least two transceiving devices provided with a
variable beam antenna and a unit for the operation of said
antenna in omnidirectional, directional scanning or directional
stationary mode, an identifying unit which is responsive to a
transmitted signal, including a alignment signal or an
identification signal, and orients said antenna towards said
transmitted signal. The invention makes it possible to increase
the reach or the range of coverage of the transceiving device of
a WLAN, improve the communication quality and reliability for
the WLAN users including mobile users, whereby increasing the
information transfer rate.
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Abstract:•
(EP1447920)
Method for radio communication in a wireless local area
network and transceiving device refers to wireless local area
networks (WLAN) consisting of a multitude of transceiving
devices of users (14, 15, 16...N). Implies simultaneous scanning
by their antenna beams in different directions by transceiving
devices (with said transceiving devices being in reception
mode) and transmission of an omnidirectional signal in the form
of calibration signal and data package by one of the
transceiving devices of said network (with said transceiving
device being in transmission mode), reception of the signal by
transceiving devices operating in reception mode and
subsequent orientation of their antenna beams in the direction
of signal source. Said recognition and orientation is performed
during the period of reception of said calibration signal. The
method increases the range of a WLAN, reduces the
transmission time and improves quality and reliability of
communication. Each transceiving device (1) includes at least
one directional antenna (3) featuring a controllable directional
pattern, switched-over by unit (4), reception/transmission mode
switch (5), receiver (8), transmitter (10) and controller (11).
Additionally a unit for signal detection (13) is incorporated in the
device.
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Abstract:•
(EP2095538)
A wireless communication device with a plurality of radios and a
plurality of configurable antenna systems. Determining a
plurality of transmit and receive signal quality metrics for
connections between the wireless communication device and a
plurality of stations for a plurality of radios and configurable
antenna systems in a plurality of configurations. Determining a
connection matrix that includes the transmit and receive signal
quality. Selecting antenna configurations for the configurable
antennas using the connection matrix. (From US8248970 B2)
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Abstract:•
(WO200790062)
Systems and methods for a dual-band antenna and methods for
manufacturing the same are described. One system and
method includes a plurality of antenna elements. Groups of the
antenna elements cooperate to form directional antennas at
various frequencies. Using an active element, configurable at
different frequencies and reflectors tuned to different
frequencies, directed transmission or direction of positive gain
for the antenna system is achieved. The system can be used for
various wireless communication protocols and at various
frequency ranges.
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Abstract:•
(WO200790065)
Systems and methods for a directional antenna and methods
for manufacturing the same are described. One system and
method includes a plurality of antenna elements. Groups of the
antenna elements cooperate to form a directional antennas. In
one configuration, a first element is configured as a driven
element and a second element is configured as a delayed
element. The elements are separated by a distance such that
an RF signal radiated from the driven element constructively
combines with a delayed RF signal radiated by the delay
element. In another configuration, the second element can be
configured as the driven element and the first element
configured as the delayed element.
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Abstract:•
(EP1917816)
A method of operating a wireless access point having a
configurable antenna system includes determining a
transmission signal quality metric for a first station with the
configurable antenna system in a first configuration, determining
a transmission signal quality metric for a second station with the
configurable antenna system in the first configuration,
determining a transmission signal quality metric for a first
station with the configurable antenna system in a second
configuration, determining a transmission signal quality metric
for a second station with the configurable antenna system in the
second configuration, determining a viable set of antenna
configurations for which the signal quality metric of each of the
stations meets a minimum criteria and configuring the
configurable antenna system to a configuration in the viable set
when the wireless access point is not transmitting. (From
US2015004916 A1)
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Radio communications method in a wireless local network
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Abstract:•
(WO200541440)
The invention relates to a radio communications method in a
wireless local network provided with at least one transmitting-
receiving device comprising a variable beam antenna
consisting, in addition to pre-setting a communication quality
threshold value H0 corresponding to a specified minimum
communication quality, in periodically determining a current
communication quality value Qcur and also in pre-setting a
communication quality threshold value Hmax corresponding to
a specified maximum communication quality. When the current
communication quality value Qcur is equal to or greater than the
maximum communication quality threshold value Hmax, an
information interchange is carried out and when the current
communication quality value Qcur is less than the maximum
communication quality threshold value Hmax but equal to or
greater than the communication quality threshold value H0, the
information interchange is carried out and the process of
optimisation of antenna beam direction is carried out in a
specified time interval T.
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Abstract:•
(US7162273)
A wireless communications network includes a plurality of
wireless devices equipped with direction-agile antenna systems
to allow the wireless devices to establish and maintain wireless
data links with each other.
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Directional antenna system with multi-use elements
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Abstract:•
(WO200724698)
Systems and methods for a wireless communication device
having a switched multi-beam antenna and methods for
manufacturing the same are described. One system and
method includes a plurality of antenna of elements. Groups of
the antenna elements cooperate to form active one or more
antenna elements while other groups of the antenna elements
cooperate to form a reflector for the active antenna elements.
This creates a directed transmission or direction of positive gain
for the antenna system. The same group of antenna elements
can be switched so that other antenna elements cooperate to
form the active element while another group forms a reflector
for the active elements thereby providing a different direction of
positive gain. The system can be used for various wireless
communication protocols and at various frequency ranges.
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Method for data transmission in the hybrid network and hybrid network router
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Abstract:•
(US20050157755)
Refers to networks that are comprised of wire and wireless
transceivers connected by wire lines to form a hybrid network.
The method implies: transmission of a data packet by one
transceivers of the network; reception of an initial fragment of
the said packet by a router and storage of the said fragment in a
buffer storage; transmission of the stored fragment by the router
to an addressee of the network. Reception and storage of a
success ive f ragment  of  the packet  are per formed
simultaneously with transmission. Then cycles of transmission
of the stored fragment and simultaneous reception of a
successive fragment are repeated right up to the last fragment,
whereupon the last stored fragment is transmitted by the router.
The router includes: a wire communication transceiver; a
wireless communication transceiver with an antenna system; a
processor designed for processing data packets to transmit and
receive them by radio channel and wire line; a storage to store
a fragment of the data packet.
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